DDIQ pulls millions of pieces of information about your subject from thousands of sources.

**FACT EXTRACTION**

DDIQ continues to learn as it builds up knowledge. Facts can move in and out of the Body of Knowledge as the system learns about the subject, honing into the truest possible picture. This is much different from competitors running canned routines or linear processing.

**LEARNING LOOP**

Facts are continuously reevaluated — both added and removed — to build the most accurate picture of your subject.

**DDIQ AUTOHEAL**

DDIQ uses statistical natural language processing to identify and automatically repair broken source connections that occur as databases change. This ensures that important information isn’t missed, making DDIQ profiles more complete.

**ANCILLARY SEARCH**

DDIQ kicks off ancillary searches on leads it thinks could provide a richer understanding of the subject. DDIQ follows and makes a decision on every lead it finds. All these ancillary searches are completed within your 5 to 10 minute search.

**DATA**

DDIQ pulls from hundreds of structured databases including the Global Compliance Watch List and Sanction List Database, Global PEP Database, Premium Legal Data Sources and Global Corporate, Stock Exchange, Department of Justice and Trade Data Records.

**FACT EXTRACTION**

DDIQ pulls from hundreds of structured databases including the Global Compliance Watch List and Sanction List Database, Global PEP Database, Premium Legal Data Sources and Global Corporate, Stock Exchange, Department of Justice and Trade Data Records.

**ASSOCIATION**

DDIQ breaks down facts into Company Information, Regulatory Actions, Adverse News and Events, Legal Cases, and Reference Information.

**REPORT**

DDIQ displays information about your subject the way you would want to see it, even creating events out of related facts occurring over months or years. DDIQ’s powerful deduplication engine avoids combing through the same information multiple times.